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Creation of topological states in spinor condensates
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We present a simple scheme for generating topological phase states such as dark soliton and vortex states of
a spinor Bose-Einstein condensate using applied magnetic fields. The realization of complex composite spinor
vortices is described and we examine the subsequent dynamical evolution of these states.
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The soliton and vortex states are topological phase st
that are characteristic solutions of nonlinear partial differ
tial equations such as the nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation.
These solutions have been well studied for the case of l
propagation in a nonlinear medium and in the context of
Gross-Pitaevskii equations used to describe a Bose-Ein
condensate~BEC!. Many aspects of these states have be
studied experimentally in a variety of nonlinear optical sy
tems and in the context of superfluid helium. After the su
cessful generation of a trapped gaseous BEC, significan
terest has turned to the generation of topological state
these macroscopic, matter-wave systems@1–5#. The recent
observation of vortices in atomic BECs has also recei
significant attention because these vortices can be use
explore the relationship between the gaseous conden
and their superfluid counterparts, and because vortices s
as fundamental signatures of the superfluid character of B
condensates. More generally, the creation and study of s
topological phase states of a condensate are of fundam
interest because it represents a macroscopic system in w
quantum state engineering can be developed and explor

In this paper, we describe a simple method for creat
topological states in a three-component spinor conden
using only static dc magnetic fields. The field couples
internal Zeeman sublevels of the condensate and ‘‘imprin
a topological phase onto the spinor condensate. The pha
determined completely by the geometric~spatial! structure of
the magnetic field, is independent of the field strength,
takes full advantage of the complex internal dynamics—
spin-mixing effects—which characterize the spinor cond
sate. Because we consider a condensate with internal de
of freedom, our method allows for the exploration of
broader class of topological phase states such as a com
vortex state in which vortex structures of the different sp
components together form a single excitation.

One of the more straightforward means to create topolo
cal states in a BEC is the so-calledphase imprinting method,
in which, for example, the topological phase pattern o
coupling ~laser! field is impressed onto the condensate. U
ing such a method, dark solitons have been created in sin
component Rb@1# and Na@2# condensates and vortex stat
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have been realized in a two-component Rb condensate@3,4#.
There are also several proposals on the creation of soliton
vortices in spinor condensates@6–9# and on vortex genera
tion in single-component condensates@10#. All these
schemes rely on the presence of laser fields that have
proper wave configuration and hence provide the appropr
phase pattern and/or necessary coupling. In most of th
schemes, the intensity and detuning of the laser fields
well as the phase relationship among different fields, nee
be carefully controlled in order to create the right pha
More recently, for the case of a spinor condensate, the us
combination of carefully chosen magnetic and laser fie
has been proposed as a method for creating a toroidal-
trapping potential in which the magnetic-field geometry
duces persistent currents, a situation that can lead to the
ation of a vortex@11#. In our approach, only applied mag
netic fields are considered. Moreover, our scheme provid
simple and straightforward experimental method for creat
a rich class of states such as dark solitons and the com
spinor vortex state mentioned above.

Our model system is the well-studiedf 51 spinor conden-
sate @12# confined inside a harmonic trapping potentia
Vtrap5m@vz

2z21v'
2 (x21y2)#/2, whose Hamiltonian, in the

presence of external magnetic fieldsB, may be written as
H5H01HB1Hnl , where H05*dr ĉa

†(r )(T̂1Vtrap)ĉa(r )

contains the kinetic and potential energy withĉa being the
boson field operator for spin statea (a50,61; the identical
subscripts are summed over!, HB52*dr ĉa

†(gB•Lab)ĉb

represents the interaction between the spinor condensate
the magnetic field withg being the gyromagnetic ratio andL
the angular momentum operator, and Hnl

5 1
2 *dr ĉa

† ĉb
†(c0dabdmn1c2Lab•Lmn)ĉmĉn represents the

internal nonlinear atom-atom interaction@13–15#.
In this paper, we will show how to create one-dimension

dark solitons@16# and two-dimensional vortices by appropr
ately tailoring the spatial dependence of the tim
independent magnetic field. We will also study the sub
quent coherent time evolution of these states with a
without the magnetic field. For convenience, we will assu
throughout the paper that in the beginning (t50), the spinor
condensate is spin-polarized such that only the spin-0 c
ponent is populated, and that the spatial wave function is
its ground state as determined by the Gross-Pitaevskii e
tion @17,18#.
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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1D solitons

For this case, we assume that the trapping potentia
tightly confined in the radial (x-y plane! dimension such tha
the transverse motional degree of freedom is frozen. Hen
quasi-1D cigar-shaped condensate along thez axis will re-
sult. Further, we choose a magnetic field along thex axis
whose strength linearly depends onz:

B5B08~z2z0!x̂. ~1!

Such a transverse field couples the spin-0 component to
spin-(61) components, and the spatial varying field stren
twists the phase of the wave function such that phase ju
of p occur along the density profiles. These jumps are s
natures of dark solitons.

To focus on the effect of the field, let us assume that
magnetic field is sufficiently strong such that the magne
energy is much larger than all the other energy scales,
hence we can include onlyHB in the Hamiltonian, neglecting
all the other terms. This yields a set of linear different
equations:

i ċ0~z,t !52bx~z2z0!@c21~z,t !1c1~z,t !#/A2,

i ċ61~z,t !52bx~z2z0!c0~z,t !/A2,

where bx5gB08/\. The above equations, under our initi
conditions, can be easily solved to yield

c0~z,t !5c0~z,0!cos@bx~z2z0!t#,

c61~z,t !52~ i /A2!c0~z,0!sin@bx~z2z0!t#.

Here c0(z,0) is the initial wave function for spin-0, which
has a uniform phase alongz. From this, one can see tha
whenever cos@bx(z2z0)t# „or sin@bx(z2z0)t#… changes sign,
there will be a precisep-phase jump inc0(z,t) ~or c61).
Furthermore, the number of jumps~given roughly bybxt
times the length of the condensate! increases with time, and
for spin-0, no phase jump ever occurs near the regioz
5z0, while there is always a jump atz5z0 for spin-(61).
When we carry out numerical calculations using the f
Hamiltonian, we find that most of these properties still ho
regardless of the complexity of the problem. The only qua
tative difference is that there is a maximum number of ph
jumps ~determined by the strength of the field! that can oc-
cur. This is due to the constraint of energy conservati
since increasing the number of jumps increases the kin
energy. In fact, in the full calculation, the number of pha
jumps is observed to oscillate in time.

Figure 1 shows the density profiles of the condensat
several different times when theB field is on. Herez050,
i.e., the zero field point coincides with the trap center. A
shown in the figure is the phase of the wave function, wh
has jumps ofp radians at the nodes of the density profile
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Figure 2 shows the population evolution under the eff
of such a field. Collapse and revival structure can be
served due to the dephasing and rephasing of the high e
tation modes induced by the field as well as the inter
nonlinearity of the condensate.

Figure 3 shows the dynamics of the system at zeroB field
after one dark soliton has been created. For this case,
same field as in Fig. 1 is turned on fromt50 to 1 and then
off afterwards. One can see from this example that at zerB
field, the system experiences a periodic evolution as g
erned by its internal, nonlinear atom-atom interaction. At
end of each period, the system returns back to the state a
beginning of that period. Such a phenomenon is the ma
wave analog of a high-order or periodic soliton state stud
extensively in the context of nonlinear optics.

Figure 4 shows a similar evolution to that in Fig. 3 exce
that here the zero-magnetic-field point is away from the t
center, i.e.,z0Þ0. Such a field creates a displaced dark so
ton state in spin-(61), with the initial phase jump occurring
at z5z0. After the field is turned off att51, this phase
singularity starts to move~in contrast to the case of a non

FIG. 1. Density and phase profile of the spinor condensate un

transverse magneticB5B08(z2z0) x̂. Solid lines: spin-0; dashed
lines: spin-(61). In the phase plots, the fast oscillations at the en
are numerical artifacts. The parameters used correspond to a23Na
spinor condensate with 23105 atoms confined in a harmonic tra
with vz52p340 Hz, v'54pvz . HereB08520 mG/cm,z050.
The units for length and time in Figs. 1–4 areA\/(2mvz) and
1/vz , respectively.

FIG. 2. Population evolution of the spinor condensate undeB
5B08z x̂. Same parameters as in Fig. 1.
3-2
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CREATION OF TOPOLOGICAL STATES IN SPINOR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 63 063603
displaced soliton, where the phase singularity atz50 is sta-
tionary! to the edge of the condensate with increasing sp
until it reaches the boundary of the condensate, when it
appears at the opposite end. After that, it moves towards
trap center with decreasing speed and stops atz52z0 before
it reverses and moves back towards the edge again.
motion repeats itself and the phase singularity never ente
the region ofuzu,uz0u @19#. Comparing the population evo
lution in zero field in Figs. 3 and 4, we see that in both ca
the population oscillates with the same frequency@since the

FIG. 3. ~a! Population as functions of time. The fieldB
5B08z x̂ is on fromt50 to 1. ~b! Density profiles for spin-(61) at
several different times. Same parameters as in Fig. 1. Solid li
spin-0; dashed lines: spin-(61).

FIG. 4. ~a! Population as functions of time. The fieldB5B08(z

2z0) x̂ is on from t50 to 1. ~b! Density profiles for spin-(61) at
several different times. Same parameters as in Fig. 1 except
z055. Solid lines: spin-0; dashed lines: spin-(61).
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frequency is determined by the~same! internal nonlinearity#.
However, the population oscillation amplitude decreases
uz0u increases. This can be intuitively understood: Asuz0u
increases, the constant part of the fieldB08z0 becomes more
dominant. Meanwhile, the effect of a constant transve
magnetic field on the initially spin-polarized condensate is
rotate the total spinor vector in spin space such that after
field is turned off, the spinor condensate is still in a statio
ary state without exhibiting population exchange among
components@18#.

2D vortices

If, contrary to the previous case, the longitudinal dime
sion of the condensate is tightly confined, then we will ha
a pancake-shaped quasi-2D condensate. If we then ch
the magnetic-field configuration to be

B5B08~xx̂2yŷ!, ~2!

the magnetic coupling in matrix form may be written as

B•L5
B08r

A2 S 0 eif 0

e2 if 0 eif

0 e2 if 0
D , ~3!

wherer[Ax21y2 andf is the polar angle in thex-y plane.
One can see immediately from Eq.~3! that under such a

s:

at

FIG. 5. ~a! Population as functions of time. The fieldB
5B08(x x̂2y ŷ) is on from t50 to 1. ~b! 2D density profiles atz
50 plane. The parameters used correspond to a23Na spinor con-
densate with 106 atoms confined in a harmonic trap withv'

52p340 Hz, vz54pv' . Here B08525 mG/cm. The units for
length and time areA\/(2mv') and 1/v' , respectively.
3-3
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H. PU, S. RAGHAVAN, AND N. P. BIGELOW PHYSICAL REVIEW A63 063603
field, the initial spin-0 condensate will be coupled to sp
(61) in the single vortex state. In practice, the field d
scribed in Eq.~2! can be obtained with four straight wire
that carry currents1I and2I alternately and run parallel to
the z axis and intersect thex-y plane at the corners of
square@20#.

Figure 5 shows the generation and subsequent evolu
of the vortex state. Again, theB field is turned off att51.
The evolution is very similar to what is depicted in Fig.
From t50 to 1, when the field is on, a vortex state is crea
in spin-(61); after the field is turned off, the system unde
goes nonlinear oscillation under the internal interaction.
want to point out here that the spin states11 and21 have
opposite angular momenta6\, respectively, while the
spin-0 state has zero angular momentum. Hence the spin
orbital angular momenta are entangled. Moreover, the vo
core size is widened by the mean-field repulsion from
spin-0 atoms, which occupies the interior region of the v
tex. A similar effect is also observed in the two-compone
Rb system@4#. This feature may make it possible for th
direct detection of the vortex state via density measurem

With different field configurations, it is possible to crea
higher-order vortex states. To create vortices with wind
number6n, one needs to have a magnetic field:

B}Re@~ x̃2 i ỹ !n# x̂1Im@~ x̃2 i ỹ !n# ŷ,

wherex̃5x2x0 and ỹ5y2y0, with (x0 ,y0) being the posi-
tion of the vortex core. For example, the Friedburg-P
hexapole configuration with six wires can produce seco
order vortex states@20#. It will be interesting to study the
dynamical and stability properties of these systems.

In conclusion, we have proposed a scheme to create t
logical states inf 51 spinor condensates. Compared w
other methods, ours possesses the following advantage~i!
It only involves dc magnetic fields;~ii ! the topological phase
A
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imprinted on the condensate is precise (p for the dark soliton
case and 2np for the vortex case! as it arises solely from the
geometric configuration of the field and doesnot depend on
the strength of the field. Furthermore, the field configurat
is simple enough to be easily realized in practice;~iii ! the
position of the phase singularity can be controlled in
straightforward manner.

In practice, one needs to account for the noise of
external field, i.e., the fluctuations in the strength and po
tion of the field. The former does not pose a problem sin
as we mentioned above, the topological phase depends
on the spatial geometry of the field. To estimate the effec
the pointing stability of the magnetic field, we ran our n
merical code by adding a random noise to the position of
zero point of the field. From this study, we found that f
high-frequency noise~frequencies on the order of or large
than 10vz for the parameters used in this paper!, the results
above do not change significantly since in this case the c
densate sees an averaged field with noises canceled ou
the other hand, for sufficiently strong low-frequency nois
the pointing stability of the field does play a role. Instead
creating a clean soliton or vortex state, it may create a s
with many undesired topological defects. Hence, to imp
ment our scheme in experiment, one must use a magn
field with suppressed low-frequency pointing noise. This
however, readily achievable with the current technology
low-frequency noise can be controlled via active stablizati
and clever design can also force whatever noise there is t
more amplitude than pointing noise~i.e., by having the coils
use common currents so any fluctuations are ‘‘comm
mode’’!.
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